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Abstract

Comprehending action preconditions and effects is an essential step in modeling the dynamics of the world. In this paper, we express the semantics of precondition relations extracted from text in terms of planning operations. The challenge of modeling this connection is to ground language at the level of relations. This type of grounding enables us to create high-level plans based on language abstractions. Our model jointly learns to predict precondition relations from text and to perform high-level planning guided by those relations. We implement this idea in the reinforcement learning framework using feedback automatically obtained from plan execution attempts. When applied to a complex virtual world and text describing that world, our relation extraction technique performs on par with a supervised baseline, yielding an F-measure of 66% compared to the baseline’s 65%. Additionally, we show that a high-level planner utilizing these extracted relations significantly outperforms a strong, text unaware baseline – successfully completing 80% of planning tasks as compared to 69% for the baseline.

1 Introduction

Understanding action preconditions and effects is a basic step in modeling the dynamics of the world. For example, having seeds is a precondition for growing wheat. Not surprisingly, preconditions have been extensively explored in various sub-fields of AI. However, existing work on action models has largely focused on tasks and techniques specific to individual sub-fields with little or no interconnection between them. In NLP, precondition relations have been studied in terms of the linguistic mechanisms that realize them, while in classical planning, these relations are viewed as a part of world dynamics. In this paper, we bring these two parallel views together, grounding the linguistic realization of these relations in the semantics of planning operations.

The challenge and opportunity of this fusion comes from the mismatch between the abstractions of human language and the granularity of planning primitives. Consider, for example, text describing a virtual world such as Minecraft and a formal description of that world using planning primitives. Due to the mismatch in granularity, even the simple relations between wood, pickaxe and stone described in the sentence in Figure 1a results in dozens of low-level planning actions in the world, as can be seen in Figure 1b. While the text provides a high-level description of world dynamics, it does not provide sufficient details for successful plan execution. On the other hand, planning with low-level actions does not suffer from this limitation, but is computationally intractable for even moderately complex tasks. As a consequence, in many practical domains, planning algorithms rely on manually-crafted high-level

---

1The code, data and experimental setup for this work are available at http://groups.csail.mit.edu/rbg/code/planning

2http://www.minecraft.net/
abstractions to make search tractable (Ghallab et al., 2004; Lekavý and Návrat, 2007).

The central idea of our work is to express the semantics of precondition relations extracted from text in terms of planning operations. For instance, the precondition relation between pickaxe and stone described in the sentence in Figure 1a indicates that plans which involve obtaining stone will likely need to first obtain a pickaxe. The novel challenge of this view is to model grounding at the level of relations, in contrast to prior work which focused on object-level grounding. We build on the intuition that the validity of precondition relations extracted from text can be informed by the execution of a low-level planner. This feedback can enable us to learn these relations without annotations. Moreover, we can use the learned relations to guide a high level planner and ultimately improve planning performance.

We implement these ideas in the reinforcement learning framework, wherein our model jointly learns to predict precondition relations from text and to perform high-level planning guided by those relations. For a given planning task and a set of candidate relations, our model repeatedly predicts a sequence of subgoals where each subgoal specifies an attribute of the world that must be made true. It then asks the low-level planner to find a plan between each consecutive pair of subgoals in the sequence. The observed feedback – whether the low-level planner succeeded or failed at each step – is utilized to update the policy for both text analysis and high-level planning.

We evaluate our algorithm in the Minecraft virtual world, using a large collection of user-generated online documents as our source of textual information. Our results demonstrate the strength of our relation extraction technique – while using planning feedback as its only source of supervision, it achieves a precondition relation extraction accuracy on par with that of a supervised SVM baseline. Specifically, it yields an F-score of 66% compared to the 65% of the baseline. In addition, we show that these extracted relations can be used to improve the performance of a high-level planner. As baselines for this evaluation, we employ the Metric-FF planner (Hoffmann and Nebel, 2001), as well as a text-unaware variant of our model. Our results show that our text-driven high-level planner significantly outperforms all baselines in terms of completed planning tasks – it successfully solves 80% as compared to 41% for the Metric-FF planner and 69% for the text unaware variant of our model. In fact, the performance of our method approaches that of an oracle planner which uses manually-annotated preconditions.

2 Related Work

Extracting Event Semantics from Text The task of extracting preconditions and effects has previously been addressed in the context of lexical semantics (Sil et al., 2010; Sil and Yates, 2011). These approaches combine large-scale distributional techniques with supervised learning to identify desired semantic relations in text. Such combined approaches have also been shown to be effective for identifying other relationships between events, such as causality (Girju and Moldovan, 2002; Chang and Choi, 2006; Blanco et al., 2008; Beamer and Girju, 2009; Do et al., 2011).

Similar to these methods, our algorithm capitalizes on surface linguistic cues to learn preconditions from text. However, our only source of supervision is the feedback provided by the planning task which utilizes the predictions. Additionally, we not only identify these relations in text, but also show they are valuable in performing an external task.

Learning Semantics via Language Grounding Our work fits into the broad area of grounded language acquisition, where the goal is to learn linguistic analysis from a situated context (Oates, 2001; Siskind, 2001; Yu and Ballard, 2004; Fleischman and Roy, 2005; Mooney, 2008a; Mooney, 2008b; Branavan et al., 2009; Liang et al., 2009; Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010). Within this line of work, we are most closely related to the reinforcement learning approaches that learn language by interacting with an external environment (Branavan et al., 2009; Branavan et al., 2010; Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010; Branavan et al., 2011).

---

3If a planner can find a plan to successfully obtain stone after obtaining a pickaxe, then a pickaxe is likely a precondition for stone. Conversely, if a planner obtains stone without first obtaining a pickaxe, then it is likely not a precondition.

4The state-of-the-art baseline used in the 2008 International Planning Competition. http://ipc.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/
A pickaxe, which is used to harvest stone, can be made from wood.

Precondition Relations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wood --- pickaxe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pickaxe --- stone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plan Subgoal Sequence:

initial state

- wood (subgoal 1)
- pickaxe (subgoal 2)

Figure 2: A high-level plan showing two subgoals in a precondition relation. The corresponding sentence is shown above.

The key distinction of our work is the use of grounding to learn abstract pragmatic relations, i.e., to learn linguistic patterns that describe relationships between objects in the world. This supplements previous work which grounds words to objects in the world (Branavan et al., 2009; Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010). Another important difference of our setup is the way the textual information is utilized in the situated context. Instead of getting step-by-step instructions from the text, our model uses text that describes general knowledge about the domain structure. From this text, it extracts relations between objects in the world which hold independently of any given task. Task-specific solutions are then constructed by a planner that relies on these relations to perform effective high-level planning.

Hierarchical Planning It is widely accepted that high-level plans that factorize a planning problem can greatly reduce the corresponding search space (Newell et al., 1959; Bacchus and Yang, 1994). Previous work in planning has studied the theoretical properties of valid abstractions and proposed a number of techniques for generating them (Jonsson and Barto, 2005; Wolfe and Barto, 2005; Mehta et al., 2008; Barry et al., 2011). In general, these techniques use static analysis of the low-level domain to induce effective high-level abstractions. In contrast, our focus is on learning the abstraction from natural language. Thus our technique is complementary to past work, and can benefit from human knowledge about the domain structure.

3 Problem Formulation

Our task is two-fold. First, given a text document describing an environment, we wish to extract a set of precondition/effect relations implied by the text. Second, we wish to use these induced relations to determine an action sequence for completing a given task in the environment.

We formalize our task as illustrated in Figure 2. As input, we are given a world defined by the tuple \( \langle S, A, T \rangle \), where \( S \) is the set of possible world states, \( A \) is the set of possible actions and \( T \) is a deterministic state transition function. Executing action \( a \) in state \( s \) causes a transition to a new state \( s' \) according to \( T(s' | s, a) \). States are represented using propositional logic predicates \( x_i \in X \), where each state is simply a set of such predicates, i.e. \( s \subseteq X \).

The objective of the text analysis part of our task is to automatically extract a set of valid precondition/effect relationships from a given document \( d \). Given our definition of the world state, preconditions and effects are merely single term predicates, \( x_i \), in this world state. We assume that we are given a seed mapping between a predicate \( x_i \), and the word types in the document that reference it (see Table 3 for examples). Thus, for each predicate pair \( \langle x_k, x_l \rangle \), we want to utilize the text to predict whether \( x_k \) is a precondition for \( x_l \); i.e., \( x_k \rightarrow x_l \). For example, from the text in Figure 2, we want to predict that possessing a pickaxe is a precondition for possessing stone. Note that this relation implies the reverse as well, i.e. \( x_l \) can be interpreted as the effect of an action sequence performed on state \( x_k \).

Each planning goal \( g \in G \) is defined by a starting state \( s_0^g \), and a final goal state \( s_f^g \). This goal state is represented by a set of predicates which need to be made true. In the planning part of our task our objective is to find a sequence of actions \( \bar{a} \) that connect \( s_0^g \) to \( s_f^g \). Finally, we assume document \( d \) does not contain step-by-step instructions for any individual task, but instead describes general facts about the given world that are useful for a wide variety of tasks.

4 Model

The key idea behind our model is to leverage textual descriptions of preconditions and effects to guide the construction of high level plans. We define a high-level plan as a sequence of subgoals, where each
subgoal is represented by a single-term predicate, \( x_i \), that needs to be set in the corresponding world state – e.g. \( \text{have(wheat)} = \text{true} \). Thus the set of possible subgoals is defined by the set of all possible single-term predicates in the domain. In contrast to low-level plans, the transition between these subgoals can involve multiple low-level actions. Our algorithm for textually informed high-level planning operates in four steps:

1. Use text to predict the preconditions of each subgoal. These predictions are for the entire domain and are not goal specific.

2. Given a planning goal and the induced preconditions, predict a subgoal sequence that achieves the given goal.

3. Execute the predicted sequence by giving each pair of consecutive subgoals to a low-level planner. This planner, treated as a black-box, computes the low-level plan actions necessary to transition from one subgoal to the next.

4. Update the model parameters, using the low-level planner’s success or failure as the source of supervision.

We formally define these steps below.

**Modeling Precondition Relations**

Given a document \( d \), and a set of subgoal pairs \( \langle x_i, x_j \rangle \), we want to predict whether subgoal \( x_i \) is a precondition for \( x_j \). We assume that precondition relations are generally described within single sentences. We first use our seed grounding in a preprocessing step where we extract all predicate pairs where both predicates are mentioned in the same sentence. We call this set the Candidate Relations. Note that this set will contain many invalid relations since co-occurrence in a sentence does not necessarily imply a valid precondition relation.\(^5\) Thus for each sentence, \( \tilde{w}_k \), associated with a given Candidate Relation, \( x_i \rightarrow x_j \), our task is to predict whether the sentence indicates the relation. We model this decision via a log linear distribution as follows:

\[
p(x_i \rightarrow x_j \mid \tilde{w}_k, q_k; \theta_c) \propto e^{\theta_c \cdot \phi_c(x_i, x_j, \tilde{w}_k, q_k)},
\]

where \( \theta_c \) is the vector of model parameters. We compute the feature function \( \phi_c \) using the seed grounding, the sentence \( \tilde{w}_k \), and a given dependency parse \( q_k \) of the sentence. Given these per-sentence decisions, we predict the set of all valid precondition relations, \( C \), in a deterministic fashion. We do this by considering a precondition \( x_i \rightarrow x_j \) as valid if it is predicted to be valid by at least one sentence.

**Modeling Subgoal Sequences**

Given a planning goal \( g \), defined by initial and final goal states \( s^0_g \) and \( s^f_g \), our task is to predict a sequence of subgoals \( \bar{x} \) which will achieve the goal. We condition this decision on our predicted set of valid preconditions \( C \), by modeling the distribution over sequences \( \bar{x} \) as:

\[
p(\bar{x} \mid s^0_g, s^f_g, C; \theta_x) = \prod_{t=1}^{n} p(x_t \mid x_{t-1}, s^0_g, s^f_g, C; \theta_x),
\]

\[
p(x_t \mid x_{t-1}, s^0_g, s^f_g, C; \theta_x) \propto e^{\theta_x \cdot \phi_x(x_t, x_{t-1}, s^0_g, s^f_g, C)}.
\]

Here we assume that subgoal sequences are Markovian in nature and model individual subgoal predictions using a log-linear model. Note that in con-

---

\(^5\) In our dataset only 11% of Candidate Relations are valid.
contrast to Equation 1 where the predictions are goal-agnostic, these predictions are goal-specific. As before, $\theta_x$ is the vector of model parameters, and $\phi_x$ is the feature function. Additionally, we assume a special stop symbol, $x_0$, which indicates the end of the subgoal sequence.

**Parameter Update** Parameter updates in our model are done via reinforcement learning. Specifically, once the model has predicted a subgoal sequence for a given goal, the sequence is given to the low-level planner for execution. The success or failure of this execution is used to compute the reward signal $r$ for parameter estimation. This predict-execute-update cycle is repeated until convergence. We assume that our reward signal $r$ strongly correlates with the correctness of model predictions. Therefore, during learning, we need to find the model parameters that maximize expected future reward (Sutton and Barto, 1998). We perform this maximization via stochastic gradient ascent, using the standard policy gradient algorithm (Williams, 1992; Sutton et al., 2000).

We perform two separate policy gradient updates, one for each model component. The objective of the text component of our model is purely to predict the validity of preconditions. Therefore, subgoal pairs $(x_k, x_l)$, where $x_l$ is reachable from $x_k$, are given positive reward. The corresponding parameter update, with learning rate $\alpha_c$, takes the following form:

$$
\Delta \theta_c \leftarrow \alpha_c r \sum [\phi_c(x_i, x_j, \vec{w}_k, q_k) - \\
E_p(x_i \rightarrow x_j) \phi_c(x_{i'}, x_{j'}, \vec{w}_k, q_k)]
$$

(2)

The objective of the planning component of our model is to predict subgoal sequences that successfully achieve the given planning goals. Thus we directly use plan-success as a binary reward signal, which is applied to each subgoal decision in a sequence. This results in the following update:

$$
\Delta \theta_x \leftarrow \alpha_x r \sum [\phi_x(x_t, x_{t-1}, s^g_0, s^g_f, C) - \\
E_p(x_{i|}) \phi_x(x'_{t}, x_{t-1}, s^g_{0f}, s^g_f, C)]
$$

(3)

where $t$ indexes into the subgoal sequence and $\alpha_x$ is the learning rate.

![Figure 3: Example of the precondition dependencies present in the Minecraft domain.](http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>#Objects</th>
<th>#Pred Types</th>
<th>#Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parking</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floortile</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barman</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minecraft</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A comparison of complexity between Minecraft and some domains used in the IPC-2011 sequential satisficing track. In the Minecraft domain, the number of objects, predicate types, and actions is significantly larger.

5 Applying the Model

We apply our method to Minecraft, a grid-based virtual world. Each grid location represents a tile of either land or water and may also contain resources. Users can freely move around the world, harvest resources and craft various tools and objects from these resources. The dynamics of the world require certain resources or tools as prerequisites for performing a given action, as can be seen in Figure 3. For example, a user must first craft a bucket before they can collect milk.

**Defining the Domain** In order to execute a traditional planner on the Minecraft domain, we define the domain using the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) (Fox and Long, 2003). This is the standard task definition language used in the International Planning Competitions (IPC).\(^6\) We define as predicates all aspects of the game state – for example, the location of resources in the world, the resources and objects possessed by the player, and the player's location. Our subgoals $x_i$ and our task goals $s^g_f$ map directly to these predicates. This results in a domain with significantly greater complexity than those solvable by traditional low-level planners. Table 1 compares the complexity of our domain with some typical planning domains used in the IPC.

\(^6\)http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/
**Low-level Planner** As our low-level planner we employ Metric-FF (Hoffmann and Nebel, 2001), the state-of-the-art baseline used in the 2008 International Planning Competition. Metric-FF is a forward-chaining heuristic state space planner. Its main heuristic is to simplify the task by ignoring operator delete lists. The number of actions in the solution for this simplified task is then used as the goal distance estimate for various search strategies.

**Features** The two components of our model leverage different types of information, and as a result, they each use distinct sets of features. The text component features $\phi_c$ are computed over sentences and their dependency parses. The Stanford parser (de Marneffe et al., 2006) was used to generate the dependency parse information for each sentence. Examples of these features appear in Table 2. The sequence prediction component takes as input both the preconditions induced by the text component as well as the planning state and the previous subgoal. Thus $\phi_x$ contains features which check whether two subgoals are connected via an induced precondition relation, in addition to features which are simply the Cartesian product of domain predicates.

6 Experimental Setup

**Datasets** As the text description of our virtual world, we use documents from the Minecraft Wiki,\(^7\) the most popular information source about the game. Our manually constructed seed grounding of predicates contains 74 entries, examples of which can be seen in Table 3. We use this seed grounding to identify a set of 242 sentences that reference predicates in the Minecraft domain. This results in a set of 694 Candidate Relations. We also manually annotated the relations expressed in the text, identifying 94 of the Candidate Relations as valid. Our corpus contains 979 unique word types and is composed of sentences with an average length of 20 words.

We test our system on a set of 98 problems that involve collecting resources and constructing objects in the Minecraft domain – for example, fishing, cooking and making furniture. To assess the complexity of these tasks, we manually constructed high-level plans for these goals and solved them using the Metric-FF planner. On average, the execution of the sequence of low-level plans takes 35 actions, with 3 actions for the shortest plan and 123 actions for the longest. The average branching factor is 9.7, leading to an average search space of more than $10^{34}$ possible action sequences. For evaluation purposes we manually identify a set of Gold Relations consisting of all precondition relations that are valid in this domain, including those not discussed in the text.

**Evaluation Metrics** We use our manual annotations to evaluate the type-level accuracy of relation extraction. To evaluate our high-level planner, we use the standard measure adopted by the IPC. This evaluation measure simply assesses whether the planner completes a task within a predefined time.

**Baselines** To evaluate the performance of our relation extraction, we compare against an SVM classifier\(^8\) trained on the Gold Relations. We test the SVM baseline in a leave-one-out fashion.

To evaluate the performance of our text-aware high-level planner, we compare against five baselines. The first two baselines – FF and No Text – do not use any textual information. The FF baseline directly runs the Metric-FF planner on the given task, while the No Text baseline is a variant of our model that learns to plan in the reinforcement learning framework. It uses the same state-level features

\(^7\)http://www.minecraftwiki.net/wiki/Minecraft_Wiki/

\(^8\)SVMlight (Joachims, 1999) with default parameters.
Seeds for growing wheat can be obtained by breaking tall grass (false negative).

Sticks are the only building material required to craft a fence or ladder.

Figure 4: Examples of precondition relations predicted by our model from text. Check marks (✓) indicate correct predictions, while a cross (✗) marks the incorrect one – in this case, a valid relation that was predicted as invalid by our model. Note that each pair of highlighted noun phrases in a sentence is a Candidate Relation, and pairs that are not connected by an arrow were correctly predicted to be invalid by our model.

Figure 5: The performance of our model and a supervised SVM baseline on the precondition prediction task. Also shown is the F-Score of the full set of Candidate Relations which is used unmodified by All Text, and is given as input to our model. Our model’s F-score, averaged over 200 trials, is shown with respect to learning iterations.

Table 4: Percentage of tasks solved successfully by our model and the baselines. All performance differences between methods are statistically significant at $p \leq .01$.

7 Results

Relation Extraction Figure 5 shows the performance of our method on identifying preconditions in text. We also show the performance of the supervised SVM baseline. As can be seen, after 200 learning iterations, our model achieves an F-Measure of 66%, equal to the supervised baseline. These results support our hypothesis that planning feedback is a powerful source of supervision for analyzing a given text corpus. Figure 4 shows some examples of sentences and the corresponding extracted relations.

Planning Performance As shown in Table 4 our text-enriched planning model outperforms the text-free baselines by more than 10%. Moreover, the performance improvement of our model over the All Text baseline demonstrates that the accuracy of the
extracted text relations does indeed impact planning performance. A similar conclusion can be reached by comparing the performance of our model and the Manual Text baseline.

The difference in performance of 2.35% between Manual Text and Gold shows the importance of the precondition information that is missing from the text. Note that Gold itself does not complete all tasks – this is largely because the Markov assumption made by our model does not hold for all tasks.9

Figure 6 breaks down the results based on the difficulty of the corresponding planning task. We measure problem complexity in terms of the low-level steps needed to implement a manually constructed high-level plan. Based on this measure, we divide the problems into two sets. As can be seen, all of the high-level planners solve almost all of the easy problems. However, performance varies greatly on the more challenging tasks, directly correlating with planner sophistication. On these tasks our model outperforms the No Text baseline by 28% and the All Text baseline by 11%.

Feature Analysis Figure 7 shows the top five positive features for our model and the SVM baseline. Both models picked up on the words that indicate precondition relations in this domain. For instance, the word use often occurs in sentences that describe the resources required to make an object, such as “bricks are items used to craft brick blocks”. In addition to lexical features, dependency information is also given high weight by both learners. An example

9When a given task has two non-trivial preconditions, our model will choose to satisfy one of the two first, and the Markov assumption blinds it to the remaining precondition, preventing it from determining that it must still satisfy the other.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a novel technique for inducing precondition relations from text by grounding them in the semantics of planning operations. While using planning feedback as its only source of supervision, our method for relation extraction achieves a performance on par with that of a supervised baseline. Furthermore, relation grounding provides a new view on classical planning problems which enables us to create high-level plans based on language abstractions. We show that building high-level plans in this manner significantly outperforms traditional techniques in terms of task completion.
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